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There are five critical elements of a blog that 
are key to its success. Each of the criteria are 
listed here, then explained in more depth on the 
following pages.

Blogs

1. Be Yourself

2. Communication

3. Content and Frequency

4. Build Your Brand

5. Be Visible

B
eYourself

Make It Personal
Include a brief professional biography and a picture of yourself. Showing a bit of your personality will help your 
readers feel more connected and contribute to the success of your blog.

Original Voice
Create an original voice and let your personality shine through. Give your own opinions on issues; that’s what keeps 
audiences following you, and coming back for more. Write about things you’ve done that are relevant to the topic; it 
increases your credibility and readers enjoy hearing about your first-hand experiences.

Check Your Work
Consistent misspellings and grammar errors will hurt your credibility, so always double check your spelling  
and grammar before making your posts public. Be transparent and cite your sources because remember, you are 
responsible for what you say on the Internet. Be cautious and check your facts!

Communication
Comments

A very important aspect of blogging is to engage in conversation with your readers. To accomplish this you have to 
allow comments, read them, and respond. It’s a good idea to always moderate your comments before they are posted 
publicly on your blog. This allows you to make sure you read every comment and prevent inappropriate comments 
from being posted. Only delete spam or inappropriate comments; never delete comments that criticize your company. 
Instead, use them as an opportunity to defend your company and talk about the issues. Doing these things will build 
relationships with your readers and create a community.

Read And Connect
Get out there on the blogosphere, read other blogs in the industry and comment. David Paull of MSInteractive did 
this and saw a noticable increase in readership. Help your readers make connections, and lead them to places they 
can find more help if it isn’t directly on your blog. Do this by including links to relevant or supplemental material.

http://www.scoutblogging.com/success_study/starting_a_blog/21_setup_blog.html
http://pr.typepad.com/pr_communications/2007/07/tips-on-writing.html
http://www.bloggingtips.com/2008/12/31/10-blogging-tips-for-2009-to-make-it-your-most-successful-blogging-year-ever/
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fsmad341.files.wordpress.com%2F2009%2F05%2Fclear-blogging-chapter-4.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHNZ6IpJPMDEB46fI5NRQ_2bxoG-A
http://smad341.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/clear-blogging-chapter-4.pdf
http://www.pmamediagroup.com/2009/04/guide-writing-effective-blog-posts/
http://www.pmamediagroup.com/2009/04/guide-writing-effective-blog-posts/
http://www.businessweek.com/the_thread/blogspotting/archives/2005/08/is_it_riskier_t.html
http://www.scoutblogging.com/success_study/starting_a_blog/21_setup_blog.html
http://www.scoutblogging.com/success_study/starting_a_blog/21_setup_blog.html
http://www.pmamediagroup.com/2009/04/guide-writing-effective-blog-posts/
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Content Frequency
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Reach The Audience
Remember blogging is pull-communication, not push-communication. You have to write about things that your audience 
is interested in and will seek out. A good way to do this is to aim your blog at a particular niche, then define and stick 
with your audience.

What To Blog

When To Blog
Have a blogging schedule and stick to it. For example, write a new post twice a week, every week. If you’re going to 
take a break from writing posts, make sure you inform your readers ahead of time.

Who To Blog
This can depend on your industry or business objectives for the blog, but some communications leaders have found 
that product builders and technical support people often make the best bloggers because of their expertise about 
the product or service. Your company’s blogger should be extremely knowledgeable about details of your company’s 
products or services. This quality makes bloggers better suited to carry out honest and effective conversations with 
constituents.

Offer readers something that they can’t find anywhere else. This will differentiate your blog from others and keep 
readers interested. Make sure you have a clear focus and purpose for your blog, and pick a unique title. Titles are 
extremely important for drawing your reader in to your blog, and directing their attention to posts they will find 
interesting and relevant.

Remember
Blogs take time to put together, so make sure you think about your posts. Don’t instantly post your “great idea” as 
soon as you think of it. Be careful and think it through. Make sure you time your posts in relation to what’s going on 
in the world. Keeping posts relevant and relatable to current world events helps maintain credibility.

Build Brand

Y
O
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How Do They Help
Blogging makes your company more approachable and humanized. Making your business easier for constituents to 
reach assists in achieving the company’s bottom line. 

Topic And Theme
Make your posts industry-related, not just related to a specific product. This shows that you know about aspects 
of the industry as a whole, so include related goings-on in the industry. Consider what your constituents find 
interesting within your industry, and blog about it.

Try This
Try starting with an internal blog as a pilot project. This also helps provide an easy transition to a public blog.
Include links to your other social media sites and your company website. Include tips and how-to’s if applicable. 
Show expertise in the area you’re writing about.

B
eVisible Transparency

Your company should be totally transparent in its blog. Transparency in posts helps your company develop the voice 
of its brand, and helps information sound less fabricated than it may have in a traditional press release. Search engine 
optimization is very important to bring new readers to your blog and enable people to find you. Use target keywords 
that the audience will find in a relevant search. Make sure RSS is turned on and include trackbacks that will link your 
blog to any other blogs you may be writing about.

Engage
When you respond to your customers’ comments, you are showing that you value their opinion and that someone 
is actually reading what they have to say. This process helps you be visible and build important relationships. Also, 
when you comment on someone else’s blog, it gets your name out in the blogosphere and could lead to more people 
becoming interested and reading your blog. You are engaging in the community; the more you engage, the more other 
bloggers will engage you. Advertise your blog by creating links to your blog on other websites, and use social media 
like Twitter and Facebook to market your blog.

http://www.bloggingtips.com/2008/12/31/10-blogging-tips-for-2009-to-make-it-your-most-successful-blogging-year-ever/
http://smad341.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/clear-blogging-chapter-4.pdf
http://pr.typepad.com/pr_communications/2006/09/whats_the_best_.html
http://pr.typepad.com/pr_communications/2006/09/whats_the_best_.html
http://www.scoutblogging.com/success_study/top_content_strategies/23_content.html
http://www.problogger.net/how-to-write-great-blog-content/
http://www.problogger.net/archives/2006/02/19/using-titles-effectively-on-blogs/
http://www.problogger.net/archives/2008/08/14/how-to-choose-a-topic-for-your-next-blog-post/
http://www.problogger.net/archives/2008/08/14/how-to-choose-a-topic-for-your-next-blog-post/
http://mashable.com/2010/03/01/company-blog/
http://www.scoutblogging.com/success_study/top_content_strategies/23_content.html
http://mashable.com/2010/03/01/company-blog/
http://www.scoutblogging.com/success_study/starting_a_blog/21_setup_blog.html
http://www.scoutblogging.com/success_study/top_content_strategies/23_content.html
http://mashable.com/2010/03/01/company-blog/
http://smad341.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/clear-blogging-chapter-4.pdf)
http://smad341.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/clear-blogging-chapter-4.pdf)
http://www.scoutblogging.com/success_study/top_habits/22_conduct_blogging.html
http://www.problogger.net/archives/2008/09/16/13-ways-to-promote-your-next-blog-post/
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Blog Case Study:

360 Digital
Influence

Objective
The 360 Digital Influence Blog team provides a collaborative group blog that is written by members of 
Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide. They consider it a conversation between all clients, colleagues and anyone 
interested in social media and learning more about how to use it effectively. They also focus on word-of-
mouth marketing and use this blog as a place they can initiate conversations and post Twitter feeds, videos, 
pictures, portfolios of best practices, calendar events and job openings. This blog has many focuses, including 
measuring programs for effectiveness, strategy, delivery and designing social platforms that allow brands to 
connect online. An additional focus is “project change” for clients who feel they need to learn new methods 
to effectively apply social media to their businesses and companies.

Primary Audience
Clients of major companies such as Ford, 
Vodafone, Time Warner Cable, DuPont, etc.

Secondary Audience
Anyone who is interested in furthering their knowledge 
and  improving their skills in social media and word-of - 
mouth marketing.

Now let’s discuss 360 Digital Influence in terms of the five criteria for an effective blog.

Be Yourself:  The website includes brief biographies and pictures of each contributing writer, which show their expertise and builds their 
credibility. The authors cite their sources with a link directly to the source, enabling readers to view the source as the author is discussing it. 
The different authors have unique voices and writing styles that they use to vary the pace and tone of the posts, as well as to provide different 
perspectives.

Content and Frequency:  The blog includes a portfolio of case studies that showcase the expertise and credibility of the site, while still 
being concise and to the point. The content of the blog is very interesting to professionals in the business as well as to anyone interested in 
the social media and marketing industry. It discusses the issues at hand in a very clear manner so that it’s easy to understand. New posts are 
up several times a week consistently, with many different contributing authors and viewpoints.

Communication:  The tags and category links on the right side of the web page make it easy to navigate and find what you’re looking 
for. There are links to previous posts and comments. Comments are enabled, and the author responds to each person’s comment directly, 
addressing the individuals one-by-one. This is a very effective way to build the critical relationships with your readers that will keep them 
coming back to your blog. The navigation bar also has a tab called “share” which allows readers to easily e-mail, Tweet, bookmark, and share 
the blog with anyone.

Build Your Brand:   The blog’s “About” section explains who they are as a company, what they do for clients, the strategies they use, their 
measurement techniques and contact information. The topic of the blog is marketing through social media and in the digital world. It is not 
about the PR firm that writes it. This is a good example of keeping the blog industry-related, rather than about a specific service the firm has 
to offer. The authors have written “How-to” articles and included tips in some of their posts. This is important because a lot of readers will 
want your advice and value your expertise on your topic. The firm’s name and logo are located on the header which makes the brand visible 
and attaches the credibility and knowledge displayed in the blog with the company itself.

Be Visible: The blog has an RSS option where readers can easily subcribe and have it delivered to their inbox whenever a new post is 
written. This is a way to connect with readers in a way that is convenient for them and increases your visibility. The blog also uses the social 
bookmarking site Stumble-upon and the news aggregation site Digg. You should use these sites to help spread awareness of your new blog. The 
presence of the blog is complemented with Twitter, and there is a live Twitter feed on the blog site. The cooperation of different online media 
helps to develop your search engine optimization.

is this
useful?

Corporate communications contributes to the company’s bottom line and helps the company do what it already does, just 
better. That concept is essentially what this blog is all about. 360 Digital Influence provides a 5-step “Social Media Engagement 
Framework” that helps deliver the most effective programs to corporate communication professionals that are interested in 
building social media competence within their organization.

http://blog.ogilvypr.com
http://blog.ogilvypr.com/contributing-writers/
http://blog.ogilvypr.com/portfolio/
http://blog.ogilvypr.com/2010/09/would-you-check-in-at-your-next-checkup-healthcare-and-location-based-social-networks/#comments
http://blog.ogilvypr.com/about/
http://blog.ogilvypr.com/category/how-to/
http://www.stumbleupon.com/
http://digg.com/news
http://twitter.com/
http://blog.ogilvypr.com/about/
http://blog.ogilvypr.com/about/
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Blog Case Study:

Conversation
Agent

Objective
Conversation Agent is created and written by Valeria Maltoni. This blog explains the importance of conversation 
in the constantly-changing world of communication. It illustrates how to bring value to brands and customers 
through the interactive features of Web 2.0. New content and ideas are added daily, which focus on modern 
media and its implications for businesses. Conversation Agent also discusses the ways for communication 
professionals to implement social media into their professional lives to accomplish an objective.

Primary Audience
Businesses and professionals in the corporate 
communication industry wanting to learn more 
about customer relations, brand management, 
and marketing strategies.

Secondary Audience
People who seek more information on how to 
communicate in a consumer-empowered world.

Now let’s discuss Conversation Agent in terms of the five criteria for an effective blog.

Be Yourself:  Maltoni’s blog includes an “About” page explaining who she is and her expertise on being a Conversation Agent. She also 
includes a photo of herself to appear more personal to viewers. At the end of each post she asks questions related to the post inquiring what 
readers think, showing that she engages readers and cares what they think about.

Content and Frequency:  A new blog entry is added every day, except for Saturday. All the content is up to date with new ideas and 
material. She keeps information simple and to the point. The titles are short and eye-catching. The “conversation” aspect of the blog is located 
in the middle column of the site with links to interviews between Maltoni and professionals in the industry. This section of the blog gets lost, 
however, in the many links and images in sections surrounding it.

Communication:  The blog includes sections, on the right side of the page, which are dedicated to linking viewers to companies Maltoni’s  
associated with, information about upcoming speeches, archives of past blog posts, and interviews. There are specific sections such as “‘For 
Entrepreneurs” and “Conversations With New Media Editors.” There is also an “About You” section that allows viewers to create a written 
profile for themselves and connect with other readers that interest them. Although the links are very useful and the blog posts are informative 
and to-the-point, the website itself looks cluttered. Due to the countless lists of links and icons connecting to other pages, the overall site 
appears to be text-heavy.

Build Your Brand:  Maltoni’s “About” page includes extensive information about her references, current projects and affiliates. She also 
has included links to these organizations on her home page. Although this does give the reader some idea about the field of expertise and 
experience of the author, the main idea and purpose of the blog is not immediately clear upon first visiting the site. She hasn’t made it extremely 
clear whether the blog is personal or if she is blogging on behalf of a company. There is a small disclaimer box on the right side of the page 
that informs readers that her blog is personal and not representing a company, but it is placed among various other links and sections that are 
somewhat scattered. Making this information more prominent on the blog and/or the “About” page, might improve the clarity of the blog and 
readers’ understanding of her overall message.

Be Visible: The blog incorporates several opportunities for viewers to interact on the site, as well as opportunities for new readers to come 
in contact with the blog. There are options under each post for readers to Stumble It, Digg It, add it to del.icio.us, Tweet, and TrackBack. There 
is a section on the home page that links to other blogs that Maltoni contributes to. She responds to comments showing that she values her 
reader’s opinions and ideas.

is this
useful?

Since Valeria Maltoni has had 20 years of experience in the corporate world, professionals will instantly credit her as 
knowledgeable and resourceful. She brings fresh ideas and content daily in order to keep up with the ever-changing progress 
of consumers, communities, and new media.

http://valeriamaltoni.com/about-valeria-maltoni/
http://www.conversationagent.com/2010/09/why-customer-communities-work.html
http://www.conversationagent.com/
http://unconventionalguides.com/
http://www.conversationagent.com/about-you.html 
http://valeriamaltoni.com/about-valeria-maltoni/
http://www.conversationagent.com/
http://www.conversationagent.com/2010/09/why-customer-communities-work.html
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There are five critical elements of a podcast that 
are key to its success. Each of the criteria are 
listed here, then explained in more depth on the 
following pages.

1. Plan and Reseach

2. Notes and Links

3. Be Consistent

4. Passion and Content

5. Interviews

Podcasts Why Research?
Research allows you to converse naturally about a topic. The more natural the conversation, the better the podcast. 
To prepare for interviews in your podcast make sure to be reading about the topic all the time. The more information 
you know, the better. If you’re unprepared going in to record your podcast, you might finish your show and realize you 
left out an important element or point. Planning and preparation will ensure that you don’t forget anything, and will 
save you time with editing later. Also, your interviewee will be more comfortable and talkative if it is evident that you 
are interested in their field or subject. With a little research and background information, you could avoid a potentially 
embarrassing situation for you and your guest.

How Do You Plan
There are three types of podcasts: audio, video and enhanced. It’s important to decide which type you want to use 
ahead of time. You must decide what you’re going to talk about on each show and plan the order in which certain 
elements and topics will appear. By being thoroughly prepared with notes you will be more confident when you’re 
ready to begin recording. Don’t just speak from memory. You can avoid any awkward silences or dead ends through 
planning. This will help maintain the attention of your audience.

Benefits Of Notes

Tips

Podcast notes outline the content of the show, and help your listener follow along. The podcasts that include transcripts 
have a higher search rating than those that don’t. Include keywords and phrases that will pop up easily in search 
engines; this will bring in potential listeners to your site. 

Include an interesting title for your show notes to draw in listeners. Most podcasts use blogging software as the 
foundation for their web sites. This software makes adding show notes a very simple process, no matter what computer 
you are on. It also gives your listeners an easy, accessible way to provide feedback. Make sure you include links to 
any web sites, email addresses, blogs, and podcasts that were mentioned during the show. This way your listeners can 
follow up on the topic and learn more if they want to. You can also post a link to the MP3 of your podcast.

http://idratherbewriting.com/2008/01/25/the-art-of-interviewing-%E2%80%94-10-tips-for-perfecting-the-most-important-element-of-podcasting/
http://idratherbewriting.com/2008/01/25/the-art-of-interviewing-%E2%80%94-10-tips-for-perfecting-the-most-important-element-of-podcasting/
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwMQ==
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwMQ==
http://www.niu.edu/facdev/resources/quicktips/podcasting/player.html?slide=]
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwMQ==
http://www.mcelhearn.com/2006/03/12/kirks-eight-rules-of-effective-podcasting/
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwMQ==
http://smad341.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/effective-podcasting-tips1.pdf
http://www.how-to-podcast-tutorial.com/27-writing-podcast-show-notes.htm
http://www.how-to-podcast-tutorial.com/27-writing-podcast-show-notes.htm
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwMQ==
http://www.how-to-podcast-tutorial.com/27-writing-podcast-show-notes.htm
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B
eConsistent Podcast Format

People like consistency, familiarity and structure. There are no permanent rules in podcasting, but it’s a good idea to 
have some kind of set format. The show should be long enough to cover what you want to say. Some are about 10 
minutes and some are 20-30 minutes. It’s a good idea to record several shows on a broad topic that will take a long 
time to explain, that way you make sure you fully cover everything. Whatever the length, try to keep it consistent 
throughout other shows.

Podcast Delivery
While you should keep a consistent format and framework throughout your show, it is also important to not bore 
listeners. Some aspects of your show should remain consistent, but you want to avoid your podcasts becoming 
tedious and predictable. The goal is to grab your audience’s attention and keep them eager and excited to listen. 
Grabbing your audience’s attention is important, but you also want maintain their attention by  making sure you post 
shows on a regular basis. It can be daily, weekly, or whatever works best for your schedule. The idea is to make your 
audience regular listeners.

Passion Content
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Show Passion
Your topic should be something you are genuinely interested in. Sharing your knowledge and experience on something 
you love will help to spark the listeners’ interest. While it is very important to be passionate about your material, it is 
also important to keep podcasts simple and focus on a few topics at a time. There is no need to stuff hours-worth of 
conversation in to a tiny podcast. Concise and informative podcasts will also help to keep your audience interested.

Cool Content
When determining what topics will interest certain listeners, avoid targeting mass audiences and focus on smaller, 
specialized groups to show what you care about. Don’t worry about what’s popular; all information is valuable to 
someone, somewhere, so you’ll always have a potential audience. Also, including regular feedback from your listeners 
is essential to keeping your podcast interesting. It’s important that your listeners feel involved and that their opinions 
matter. Make your podcast sound like a narrative by using a beginning, middle and end. A major benefit of podcasts 
is that they aren’t restricted by the programming constraints of a typical radio show. A podcaster’s show can be 
structured to reflect the demands of their content, not the demands of a time slot.

InterviewsInterview Structure
The best interviews are free form, which means they mimic a real conversation. Don’t just ask the questions in the 
order you had planned and disregard what the interviewee’s responses are. Make sure to pay close attention to these 
responses so you have a genuine reaction. This conversational tone should put your interviewee at ease, making them 
more likely to disclose information. Conversations won’t matter if your audience can’t hear the podcast. To achieve a 
balanced sound quality, don’t let the interviewee hold the microphone, and don’t hold it in front of yourself. Instead, 
keep it about one foot from each of you, allowing the microphone to pick up your two voices evenly.

Who To Interview
Interview experts or people who are also passionate about the subject of the podcast. If they’ve written something 
interesting on the topic before, read it, and use what you’ve read as conversation starters during the interview. If you 
interview interesting guests, it will produce interesting interviews. When considering a guest to interview, remember 
that their ability to communicate is what will make them a successful interviewee. They may look sharp on paper, but 
if they can’t function in front of a microphone, you will have some problems.

What Questions
Don’t be afraid to ask tough questions that matter. Chances are, if you want to know the answer, so does your 
audience. Don’t ask boring, obvious questions. This could make your interview sound rehearsed and stiff, resulting in 
a loss of interest from both your audience and your interviewee.

How To Ask
Remember that the purpose of the interview is for you and your audience to learn from the interviewee. Let them 
speak for the majority of the interview, usually about 75% of the time. On that note, don’t interrupt people you 
interview. If your conversations are too long or choppy, you can edit your recording afterward. It’s also a good idea 
to give the interviewee some questions to prepare for the interview, but  don’t let yourself be inhibited by those 
questions, or their order. Again, let the conversation flow naturally. While the interviewee is speaking, avoid meaningless 
comments like “that’s right” or “very interesting” after their responses. Just move on to the next question.

http://www.how-to-podcast-tutorial.com/05-choosing-your-podcast-format.htm
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwMmxldjFzZWMy
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwM2xldjFzZWM2
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwMmxldjFzZWMy
http://www.how-to-podcast-tutorial.com/03-choosing-a-topic-for-your-podcast.htm
http://www.web-strategist.com/blog/2007/01/18/corporate-podcasting-strategies-for-the-fortune-1000/
http://idratherbewriting.com/2008/01/25/the-art-of-interviewing-%E2%80%94-10-tips-for-perfecting-the-most-important-element-of-podcasting/
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwNQ==
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwNQ==
http://www.icthub.org.uk/articles/Podcasting.html
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvNA==
http://www.idratherbewriting.com/2008/01/25/the-art-of-interviewing-%E2%80%94-10-tips-for-perfecting-the-most-important-element-of-podcasting/
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwNQ==
http://www.idratherbewriting.com/2008/01/25/the-art-of-interviewing-%E2%80%94-10-tips-for-perfecting-the-most-important-element-of-podcasting/
http://www.idratherbewriting.com/2008/01/25/the-art-of-interviewing-%E2%80%94-10-tips-for-perfecting-the-most-important-element-of-podcasting/
http://proquestcombo.safaribooksonline.com/0789734559/ch04lev1sec1#X2ludGVybmFsX0ZsYXNoUmVhZGVyP3htbGlkPTA3ODk3MzQ1NTkvY2gwNQ==
http://www.idratherbewriting.com/2008/01/25/the-art-of-interviewing-%E2%80%94-10-tips-for-perfecting-the-most-important-element-of-podcasting/
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Podcast Case Study:

Objective
Marketing Voices is a weekly podcast by Jennifer Jones, the founder and president of Jennifer Jones & Partners. 
JJ&P is a marketing firm that offers strategic counseling for industry leaders into new social media, marketing, 
and marketing relations. The podcast talks about social media’s global effect on marketing. The objective of 
the podcast is to inform people in the industry about innovations and new ideas that they would not find 
in traditional news sources. Jones interviews leading marketing and business professionals and offers her 
personal insight about why these innovations are relevant to marketing.

Primary Audience
The podcast is aimed at industry professionals, 
and people who are implementing social media 
into their business at the executive level.

Secondary Audience
Those working in the marketing industry that may 
be responsible for the social media aspects of their 
company. Jones is also targeting anyone interested in 
how social media is tied to marketing strategy, and 
anyone who wants to hear interesting stories about 
social media in the marketplace.

Now let’s discuss Marketing Voices in terms of the five criteria for an effective podcast.

Plan and Research:  Jennifer Jones has extensively researched new social media before beginning her podcast. She introduces each podcast 
by introducing each interviewee, explaining his relevance in marketing, and briefly discussing his work. In Polymath: Greek For Renaissance Man: 
Insights From Author Vinnie Mirchandani. Jones begins by explaining what Mirchandani’s book is about, and then allows him to speak on its behalf. She 
also uses research to introduce Virtual Agents: Making Customer Interaction on the Web More Personal and Efficient. She states predictions from 
Gardner Research about the future of the virtual agent market. This demonstrates the relevance of this podcast for her audience. Her planning is 
evident in the podcasts, as demonstrated by her editing of interview segments to follow her personal comments.

Podcast Notes and Links: Jones includes brief notes under each podcast detailing the relevance of the podcast, and giving background about 
the subject and speaker in the podcast. She also offers links within the notes. For example, in the notes for the podcast Vocus: A New Social Media 
Monitoring Product. she includes a link to Vocus’ website. On the bottom of each page she includes a link to previous entries. She also has a sidebar 
with links to subjects in the Social Media Informer, a link to subjects under her blogroll, and monthly archives. The sidebar also gives listeners the 
option to follow Jennifer Jones on Twitter, subscribe to the Marketing Voices RSS feed and the Marketing Voices podcast on iTunes. The top of each 
page has helpful links such as “Clients,” “Case Studies,” and “About Us.”   You can also click to see Jones’ bio and contact her. Listeners can also 
choose to share and save the podcasts, and post their own comments by clicking the “Share Your Thoughts” link under each podcast.

Be Consistent:  Every podcast on Marketing Voices begins with the same introduction and brief music. Jones starts every podcast by introducing 
the interviewee and/or briefly explaining the content of the podcast and its relevance. Every podcast is also set up in the same format, so it is easy 
to navigate through them.

Passion and Content:  It is evident that Jones is passionate because of her personal comments and posts. They show that she cares about 
what she is talking about and cares about providing good sources for her listeners. For example, Do’s and Don’ts of Social Media for Business is an 
info-graphic that she added to the podcast website because she found it interesting and relevant for listeners. The content on her website is also 
interesting and informative, and the podcasts are brief and go well with readers’ short attention spans. The podcast Brian Solis: Author of Engage: The 
Social Media Style Guide is only four minutes and 29 seconds long, and takes a unique look at social media and brand building through a psychological 
perspective. It discusses how to relate the rules of engagement and community to your customers as individuals. Her site is also updated frequently, 
which shows her commitment to staying up to date.

Interviews: Jones’s interviews are clear and well-edited.  In Vocus: A New Social Media Monitoring Product listeners can understand everything 
that the interviewee is saying because of the high sound quality and elimination of background noise.  It’s easy to follow along with the interviews 
because Jones gives brief comments about what the interviewee is about to discuss.  For example, in Virtual Events: A Great Way to Get Sales Leads 
Says Unisfair, Jones states what each of her questions was to the interviewee, then cuts to the part of the interview where he answered that question.

is this
useful?

Marketing Voices will give corporate communicators an advantage over competitors with its explanation of new techniques. It has 
examples of real people implementing social media into their marketing strategy, and gives insight into how things may continue to 
evolve electronically. It also shows companies how to communicate with their various constituents, and what to keep an eye out for.

Marketing
Voices

http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6221/polymath-greek-for-renaissance-man-insights-from-author-vinnie-mirchandani
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6221/polymath-greek-for-renaissance-man-insights-from-author-vinnie-mirchandani
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6217/virtual-agents-making-customer-interaction-on-the-web-more-personal-and-efficient
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6214/vocus-a-new-social-media-monitoring-product
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6214/vocus-a-new-social-media-monitoring-product
http://www.vocus.com/content/index.asp
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/page/2
http://www.socialmediainformer.com/&source=marketing-voices
http://twitter.com/jenniferjones
http://feeds.feedburner.com/MarketingVoices
http://itunes.apple.com/podcast/marketing-voices/id299810586
http://www.jenniferjones.com/clients.html
http://www.jenniferjones.com/casestudies.html
http://www.jenniferjones.com/aboutus.html
http://www.jenniferjones.com/biography.html
http://www.jenniferjones.com/contactus.html
http://www.addtoany.com/share_save?linkurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jenniferjones.com%2FMarketingVoices%2F6225%2Fthe-social-media-informer-badge&linkname=The%20Social%20Media%20Informer%20Badge
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6221/polymath-greek-for-renaissance-man-insights-from-author-vinnie-mirchandani#respond
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6069/dos-and-donts-of-social-media-for-business
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6069/dos-and-donts-of-social-media-for-business
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6069/dos-and-donts-of-social-media-for-business
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6069/dos-and-donts-of-social-media-for-business
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6209/virtual-events-a-great-way-to-get-sales-leads-says-unisfair
http://www.jenniferjones.com/MarketingVoices/6209/virtual-events-a-great-way-to-get-sales-leads-says-unisfair
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Remember
These Features!

Because many Internet users tend to ignore text-heavy articles on 
the Web, make sure your layout is conducive to skimming. The reader 
should be able to pick out main points easily. Use design elements 
such as pictures, varying fonts and sizes, or pull-out quotes to 
accomplish this.

Develop goals for your corporate blog. These goals should be directly 
linked to your company’s overall business objectives and closely tied 
to its strategies. Goals help employees build company brands.

Widgets to consider for your blog include a recent post widget, a 
search box, a blogroll, and a navigation bar. The recent post widget 
publishes your latest posts. This makes your site easier to navigate and 
allows your readers to explore the contents of your blog. You must 
have a search box to enable your readers to find the specific content 
they want. This is the most important widget to have. A blogroll is a 
feature that showcases websites and blogs with similar topics. This can 
be used to complement your posts as well as show your resources. 
The navigation bar organizes your separate pages within your blog, 
which also helps your readers move through your blog easily.

Blogs
It’s a good idea to listen to other podcasts. This will help you 
become familiar with them and learn how others are successfully 
utilizing this media.

Remember to convert your podcasts to MP3 format. This is an 
important step because it allows you to upload them to the 
Internet. This also compresses the size of your file, making it 
easier to download.

You must remember that you have to give credit and pay royalties 
for copyright privileges if your podcast features music created by 
someone else. However, when someone agrees to be your guest 
for an interview, they have automatically granted you a license 
to use and distribute their voice and the material you collect. 
You should also make sure that you have made it clear that your 
show and original material is copyrighted in your name so that 
it is not illegally used and copied. You can easily do this by adding 
to the end of your podcast: “Copyright 2010 by Your Name or 
Company.”

It is also important to remember that listeners have the ability 
to stop, start, pause, and replay any part of your podcast, which 
makes podcast shows even more intimate than radio.

Podcasts
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